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Notes
The Garden of the Sun tells the story of the legendary ancient Sumerian king Gilgamesh and his furious
rejection but final acceptance of the inevitability of his mortality. It starts in gloom, rage and despair, but
ends in transcendence, albeit with a slight twist.
Although it has some of the characteristics of an oratorio, in particular several sections of flashbacks and
indirect narrative, the piece is intended to be staged as an opera, but not necessarily in a theatre. It might lend
itself to a ‘concert staging’ in a church or other suitable non-theatre venue, with simple action and movement
(including the four minute dance of the snake), plus lighting and projections. In such a performance the
down-stage area should be as close as practical to the audience in front of the orchestra.
The quality, stamina and stage presence of the baritone who takes on the role of Gilgamesh will be crucial to
the success or failure of any performance of the piece. The stage presence of the mezzo who sings Ishtar is
also crucial, although her role is fragmented and she only sings for a total of about eight minutes in the two
hour piece. She has the final silent gesture.

Synopsis
Act I (c.26 minutes)
Scene 1 A burial chamber with Gilgamesh and the Chorus. The warrior Enkidu is dead and Gilgamesh rages
at mortality. The death of Enkidu is punishment from Ishtar, Goddess of Love and War, whose love
Gilgamesh has rejected, thus insulting the Gods. A few minutes of beauty tell how Ishtar came in ‘the silver
cape of the summer moon’ before she is spurned and unleashes her vengeance with the Bull of Heaven.
Interlude: The Battle with the Bull of Heaven The Chorus narrates the battle, how Enkidu leapt the horns
and how Gilgamesh stuck the bull with his sword.
Scene 2 Outside the burial chamber. Gilgamesh is in despair and calls for Enkidu to ‘come back.’ But Ishtar
has taken Enkidu and mocks Gilgamesh’s wish to find immortality. The three Commentators sing a lyrical
motive that becomes important through the piece as they tell of one man, Utnapishtim, who has ‘found
immortal life in the Garden of the Sun.’ Gilgamesh sets out on his quest.
Act II (c.33 minutes and to follow Act I without a break)
Scene 1 The three Scorpions guard the gate to the passage under the Mountains of the Sun. Gilgamesh,
dressed in rags of jackal skins, appears on his quest to find The Garden of the Sun and the secret of
immortality. The Scorpions mock him in his rags, but then let him pass, warning that ‘No man has yet
survived the night, from dusk till dawn, across the path we guard.’
Interlude: The Journey Under the Mountains of the Sun Gilgamesh is dimly seen struggling forwards as
the orchestra plays, plus some comments from Chorus and Scorpions.
Scene 2 As Gilgamesh reaches the light of day, Siduri, the nymph of the wine harvest, is astonished to see
him come out from under the mountains: ‘No man’s done that before.’ When he begins to boast of his
achievements, she mocks and tries to seduce with wine, flesh and lust. She sings a florid coloratura with
cabaret accompaniment. When he demands to be shown the way to the Garden of the Sun, she warns that
‘The Gods keep all that knowledge to themselves.’ When he insists and becomes aggressive she gives in and
directs him to the ‘Dark Sea of Death’ and the ferryman.
Scene 3 The ferryman, the lugubriously sardonic undertaker Urshanabi, spies Gilgamesh and wonders ‘What
have we here?’ His basso profundo is accompanied by extreme consonance, slowly wandering major and
minor triads. Gilgamesh is ‘terrified of death’ at the same time boasting of his killing the Bull of Heaven. The
ferryman mocks sardonically, but with encouragement from off-stage Chorus and Commentators he agrees to
ferry Gilgamesh across the Sea of Death to The Garden of the Sun.

INTERVAL
Act III (c.55 minutes)
Prologue The story of The Great Flood, that is perhaps ancient history at the time of Gilgamesh. ‘When the
King of the Gods despaired of human selfishness and war he sent the Flood to sweep away mankind.’ But
‘The God of Wisdom chose one man… … to save the seed of all creation.’ This man was Utnapishtim, an
earlier version of Noah. The Commentators and Chorus together with the orchestra tell the story, while Ishtar
‘despairs of the folly of the Gods.’ Untnapishtim and his wife are rewarded with everlasting life.
Scene 1 Gilgamesh is delivered by the ferryman to The Garden of the Sun and falls to his knees: ‘My search
is done.’ Utnapishtim, who sings in a highly stylized manner, squints quizzically at Gilgamesh. Urshanabi
explains that he is a great king as Utnapishtim mocks his rags. The now exhausted Gilgamesh begs for
everlasting life, but the other two tell him that ‘even a king has to take a last walk in a shroud.’ As he
desperately repeats ‘Not so, NOT SO…’ he collapses downstage centre as the others leave.
Scene 2 The same place. Gilgamesh raises his head and begs ‘One chance, grant me one chance.’ The offstage Chorus, with each phrase repeated on-stage by the three Commentators, sings that a council of the
Gods may hear his appeal if he can fight sleep for seven nights. The exhausted Gilgamesh immediately falls
into a deep sleep. To slow, almost minimalist music the Commentators mime the baking of seven loaves, one
for each night that Gilgamesh remains in a deep sleep. An image of the loaves is projected onto a screen as
each day’s mould grows, so that by the end of the seven days and nights the first loaf is completely covered
in mould. Gilgamesh awakes, and when he realizes that he has failed, he throws off his rags to reveal royal
robes underneath: ‘The magic robes would live forever but the man inside must die.’ Then just before he says
farewell, he’s told of the Flower of Immortality at the bottom of the Sea of Death. Gilgamesh relates how,
protected by his magic robes, he dives for the sacred bloom and brings it to the surface. But the Snake eases
herself aboard…
Dance of the Snake In a tango the Snake, a dancer, eats the Flower and sloughs her skin and is reborn anew.
In her newborn, resplendent glory she then dances a celebratory Tarantella, now, too late, watched by
Gilgamesh.
Scene 3 Once more outside the burial chamber of Act I. The Chorus sings in celebration of the return of
Gilgamesh who swells with pride. This quickly deflates at ‘the bitter story of my quest.’ His mood soon
changes again, but without the previous hubris ‘… The spur to defy the mountains and the seas: this is the
pearl of immortality.’ Ishtar makes a sudden entrance: ‘But one day you shall yet be mine, and lie with me
upon a bed of clay.’ She storms away. The off-stage Chorus is still celebrating the return of the King, while
for the Commentators ‘… We all shall meet in the Garden of the Sun.’ Siduri, the wine nymph, briefly
appears up-stage to sing: ‘Forget tomorrow, get drunk and never care.’ With her is the Snake and a brief echo
of her tarantella. They disappear as suddenly as they appeared. The music becomes transcendent, leading
eventually to extreme consonance as Gilgamesh kneels and sings: ‘No longer can you make me weep for
human destiny, nor search the world to find its remedy, nor call my death my enemy.’ Ishtar has quietly
reappeared as Gilgamesh lies down, as if for sleep. In the last gesture of the piece, she drops her cloak over
Gilgamesh to a quiet, wide spread C major chord.

The Garden of the Sun
An opera in three acts, of which I & II are to be played without a break, with III to follow the interval.
Libretto by
Kevin Ireland
Music by
David Ward
The opera follows, with excursions and alterations, the narrative sequence proposed by N K Sandars in The Epic of
Gilgamesh (Penguin Classics 1975).
Cast
Gilgamesh, the King
Ishtar, Goddess of Love and War
Siduri, nymph of the wine-harvest
Urshanabi, ferryman for the Sea of Death
Utnapishtim, survivor of the Great Flood
3 Commentators/Scorpions

Baritone (Verdi)
Mezzo (dramatic)
Lyric Soprano (coloratura soubrette, but only sings to high C)
Bass (basso profundo)
Tenor (Monteverdi - leggero lirico)
Soprano
Mezzo
Low Mezzo or Contralto

The Snake

Female Dancer

5 Part Men’s Chorus, one voice to a part
(optionally 3 voices to a part)

T, T, Bar, Bar, B

Orchestra (37 players or 50/51 if the strings each have a desk partner in tutti/there are 3 percussionists)
2 Flutes (Flute 1 doubling Alto Flute 2; Flute 2 doubling Piccolo, Alto Flute 1 and C bass flute)
Oboe
(The Flute doubling & Alto Flute labelling will be re-organized, so that the
Picc is played by Fl 1 & the A Flutes are numbered the same as the Flutes.)
Cor Anglais (doubling Oboe 2)
Bass Oboe
2 B♭ Clarinets (2nd doubling Alto Sax)
Bass Clarinet (with low written C sounding B♭)
B♭ Contrabass Clarinet (with low written C sounding B♭)
Bassoon
Double Bassoon (doubling Bassoon 2)
2 Horns in F (both doubling Wagner Tubas in F)
2 Trumpets in C (mutes: aluminium straight, Harmon)
Trombone
(mutes: aluminium straight [both], Harmon [tenor], plunger [bass])
Bass Trombone
Timpani
2/3 Percussion (Pair Maracas, Tambourine, Pair [clashed] Cymbals, Drum Kit, Snare Drum [the Kit SD], Military Side Drum [the
Floor Tom struck with a heavy stick], Orchestral Bass Drum, Tam-Tam [large], Extra-large Tam-Tam*, Crotales [one octave],
Glockenspiel, Xylophone and Bar Chimes [circa 30–35 bar])
Line-up and notation for full Kit (used in Act II scene 2 &
Mandolin
Act III Snake Dance). Up-stems sticks, down-stems pedals.

2 Harps
Celesta (doubling Upright Piano and Harmonium [French 5 octave, if available])
13 Solo Strings
5, 0, 3, 3, 2 – If the space and the acoustic are appropriate, each of the 13 string players may have a desk partner who doubles in
section tutti (eg 6 cellos when they are all playing the same line in unison, rather than 3), but divided passages should almost always
be one player to a part.
*Extra-large Tam-Tam for ‘coup formidable’ at bar 296 Act III scene ii only, normal large Tam-Tam elsewhere.

Off-stage: 3 nipple gongs, medium, medium large and large
Duration: about 2 hours not including the interval
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The Garden of the Sun
Libretto
Act I
Scene 1 A Burial Chamber.
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Interlude Narrative The Battle with the Bull of Heaven.
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Scene 2 Outside the Burial Chamber.
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Act II
Scene 1 The Scorpion-guarded gate to the passage under
the Mountains of the Sun.
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Interlude and Commentary The Journey Under the
Mountains of the Sun.
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Scene 2 The Vine Rich Land between the Mountains of the Sun
and the Sea of Death.
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Scene 3 At the Shore of the Dark Sea of Death.
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– Interval before Act III –

Act III
Prologue Sung Narrative of the Great Flood,
perhaps illustrated with projections.
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Scene 1 Gilgamesh finds Utnapishtim in the Garden of the Sun.
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Scene 2 Gilgamesh fails the test, then finds the Flower of Immortality,
but loses it to the Snake.
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Dance Interlude Solo Dance (Tango & Tarantella)
The Snake eats the Flower of Immortality
and Dances as she Sloughs her Skin.
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Scene 3 Outside the Burial Chamber depicted in Act I.
Gilgamesh, despite diversions and interruptions,
at last becomes reconciled to the inevitability of his death.
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Acts I & II together last about 60 minutes and should play without a break.
Act III lasts about 55 minutes.
Total duration: about 2 hours plus the interval.
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The Garden of the Sun
Act I
Scene 1
A burial chamber

[Gilgamesh sits, resplendent in royal robes of white and gold.
The chorus stands.]
Chorus

Enkidu is dead,
The sun has set,
The rivers have run dry.

Gilgamesh

(echoing the chorus) Dead, dead!
Set, set.
Dry, dry, dry.

Dead!

Dead, dead!

The leaf has fallen
From the tree of life:
Man’s purpose is to die.

Fallen, fallen
From the tree of life:
to die, die.

Enkidu is dead
And Gilgamesh
Sits here in Death’s estate.

Dead, dead!
Here, here,
here in Death’s estate.

The King holds court
With corpses,
Haunted by man’s fate.

Ah!
Haunted by man’s fate.

Enkidu is dead
And Gilgamesh his friend
Has learnt how meat and bone of man
Is sand driven before the wind.
[A sudden shaft of light reveals Ishtar, Goddess of love and war.]
Ah!
Ishtar

Ah!
Thus, thus the Gods punish those
Who dare outshine the Sun,
And crush the man who spurns
The honour of my love.

Gilgamesh

She called it Love,
I knew it by its other names.
She sang of Love,
I bellowed Murder and Damnation.
I saw her bitch-face
Twisted with her lust for blood,
And knew no man
Survived the curse of her embrace.
Too late we learn
Her middle name is Madness
And her last is Death.
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[Each commentator steps out from the shadows in turn as she begins to sing.]
1st Commentator

It was not like that …
She came with music,
Meat and wine
And spices on her tongue.

The 3 Commentators She came by night
To the parapets and breathed
The heat of the desert wind (etc).
Gilgamesh

Ishtar

She crossed the streets
Of the city in the silver cape
Of the summer moon.

Ishtar I crossed the streets
Of the city in the silver cape
Of the summer moon.

When she spoke
It was like the sighing of lovers
Sleeping skin to skin.

The 3 Cmtrs Sleeping skin to skin.

Lovers, skin!

The 3 Commentators She laid her hands
Upon the King’s heart;
Her touch was as soft
As the blue light of a lamp …
Then Gilgamesh awoke
And spat upon the flame.
[The 3 Commentators return to the shadows.]
Ishtar

The Gods are not to be insulted,
No man may spurn my love.

Gilgamesh

She called upon the Bull (etc) of Heaven
To kill us all.

Ishtar

I called down vengeance
On the world. [Vanishing in divine wrath.]
The Battle with the Bull of Heaven
Interlude Narrative

[Gilgamesh and the Chorus have remained on stage. The chorus may now move forward to a more
prominent position. As the chorus narrates the story of the Battle with the Bull of Heaven, perhaps an image
might be projected from an ancient Sumerian depiction of the fight carved on stone, with the colour and
intensity of the projected image changing as the battle narrative develops.]
Chorus

The Bull of Heaven
Cracked the plains
With his iron hooves.
He rampaged through the world
In spumes of dust
And gored the mountains.
With his golden horns
He tossed the armies
Into the burning seas.
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Gilgamesh

But Enkidu
Brave Enkidu
Leapt the horns.
In his mighty arms
He held the Bull
And I stuck it
With my sword …

Chorus [Mournfully as they edge back into the shadows.]
The King stuck it
With his sword.
Scene 2
[The scene has changed to the exterior of the burial chamber. Daylight.]
[The Three Commentators & the Chorus have all moved back into the shadows, leaving Gilgamesh to
dominate from down-stage centre. Ishtar, when she reveals herself, should be well separated from the others.
Everyone except Gilgamesh should be almost invisible to the audience, but the sound of their voices clear
and not too remote.]
Gilgamesh [blindly, in bewilderment] Enkidu, Enkidu come back …
Come back
My friend …
My friend
Come back …
Chorus

No more shall Enkidu return
No more shall he curl like a dog
At the foot of the King’s bed.

Gilgamesh

I am afraid.
Enkidu, come back!

Chorus

No more shall they hunt and feast
And drink and whore.
Ishtar has revenged the Gods.

Ishtar [Half revealing herself on the edge of the shadows.]
They would not let me claim the King
But delivered Enkidu instead.
Chorus

She struck him with the madness of her dreams
Then led him to the wasteland of the dead.

Ishtar

I led him to the wasteland of the dead. [She returns to the shadows.]

Gilgamesh

No more shall Enkidu return …

Cmtrs & Chorus

No more …

Gilgamesh

I thought of death
As distant and unreal
And knew no fear,

Cmtrs & Chorus

Enkidu journeyed to the land of death …

Gilgamesh

(I knew no fear)
But now the body
Of my friend stews
And seethes in clay,

Cmtrs & Chorus

… in the land of death
He sat at the table of the Queen.
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Gilgamesh

I know the terror
Of my mortal doom
And the terror of his dreams.
I too must sit at the feast of death
With the strong and the weak,

Chorus

I too …

Gilgamesh

I too must serve at the table of death
Where no man speaks, no man speaks.

Chorus

I too …

Gilgamesh

In that chill world of the afterlife,
That frozen land,
In the dead world where none may guide
Nor understand.

Ishtar [revealed
again]

The cruellest punishment
Of divine justice
Is to grant knowledge
Of absolute mortality,

Gilgamesh & Chorus In the desolate wastes of eternal death
So cold and bleak,
Ishtar

To perceive your ribs
As prison bars,
Your skull a life sentence,
And discover no escape.

Gilg, Cmtrs & Chor

In a dreadful dream,

Gilgamesh & Chorus In a dreadful dream forever, forever,
Ishtar

No escape!

[The three move far enough forward to engage directly with Gilgamesh, while the members of the chorus
slowly fade back into the shadows and leave.]
The 3 Commentators There is escape –
For Utnapishtim
Ishtar

One man,

The 3 Commentators Found immortal life
In the Garden of the Sun.
Ishtar

One man alone …

Gilgamesh

The tale is true? [with increasing excitement]
The Garden grows?
This lucky man exists?

Ishtar

The rest must only die. [She dismissively turns her back and leaves.]

The 3 Commentators Fly to the Garden of the Sun
Find Utnapishtim …
[The Commentators leave,
to be transformed into the Three Scorpions who guard the gate that leads under the Mountains of the Sun.]
Gilgamesh

I shall deny
My body’s pact with death,
I’ll search for Utnapishtim.
Gilgamesh shall reign forever!

[As Gilgamesh prepares to journey through the Mountains of the Sun, fuelled by his hubristic wish to “reign
forever,” the orchestra mocks with a pre-echo of the tarantella with which the Snake will celebrate her skinsloughing rebirth.]
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An orchestral introduction leads to
Act II
Scene 1
The Scorpion-guarded gate to the passage under the Mountains of the Sun
[If necessary, there may be a short break before the start of Act II, to allow Gilgamesh to cover his royal
robes, and the Three Commentators to shed their dull-coloured outer cloaks to become dazzling Scorpions.]
[The three Scorpions guard a gate that leads under the mountains. They are dressed in armour of dazzling
scales. Gilgamesh enters with his royal robes obscured by a cloak of ragged jackal skins.]
2nd Scorpion

Who …

3rd Scorpion

… … dares

1st Scorpion

… … … … approach

The 3 Scorpions

The Mountains of the Sun?

1st Scorpion

Who fears not the madness
Of the rising sun,
The blinding sting

The 3 Scorpions

Of the Scorpions of the Sun?

1st Scorpion

Who dares?

2nd Scorpion

Who dares?

3rd Scorpion

Who dares?

The 3 Scorpions

Who dares?

3rd Scorpion

On his heart I read
The legend: Gilgamesh,
Half-man, half-god
And king of all the world.

The 3 Scorpions

[They mock.] King of all the world.
But look at him –

1st Scorpion

His face is haggard

3rd Scorpion

And his hair is torn:

2nd Scorpion

King of all the world?

1st Scorpion

Half-starved, half-crazed?

3rd Scorpion
The 3 Scorpions

In a cloak of
jackal skins?

Gilgamesh

Enkidu my friend is dead
And the stench of my own putrefaction
Poisons my lungs.
I see my body already
Lusting for its death,
Slobbering and fornicating with its death.
The world is pus and filth and pain,
Gilgamesh is but a maggot
Devouring the corruptions of his own flesh.
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3rd Scorpion

I also read upon your heart
That you would find
The Garden of the Sun
And Utnapishtim,

The 3 Scorpions

And learn from him
The secret of immortal life …

Gilgamesh

Anything but die …

The 3 Scorpions

No man has yet survived the night,
From dusk till dawn,
Across the path we guard.

1st Scorpion

The darkness of the mountain pass,

3rd Scorpion

Which every night the sun must cross,

2nd Scorpion

While men are safely sleeping.

Gilgamesh

But I, I,
Gilgamesh the King,
Ask this one chance
That I may find the way
Onwards from self-destruction,
Upwards from self-abomination,
To everlasting life.

3rd Scorpion

[stepping forward and beckoning]
Open the gate!

[In response to a gesture from all 3 Scorpions the lights dim suddenly to a near blackout. The gate has
opened: Gilgamesh begins his journey under the Mountains of the Sun.]
The Journey Under the Mountains of the Sun
Interlude and Commentary
[Throughout the interlude Gilgamesh can be seen dimly in the gloom as he struggles through the mountains.
The Three Scorpions take up positions at the side, where they are joined by the Chorus, all scarcely visible in
the gloom as they comment on the futility of his journey.]
Orchestra
3 Scorps & Chorus

Let Gilgamesh stumble,
Let the king search for Utnapishtim,
Let him discover man’s futility.

1st Scorpion

The darkness of the mountain pass,

3rd Scorpion

Which every night the sun must cross,

2nd Scorpion

While men are safely sleeping,

1st Scorpion
The 3 Scorpions

Is a place
of horror, fear and madness.
Orchestra

3 Scorps & Chorus

Let Gilgamesh discover man’s futility.

[The Scorpions & the members of the Chorus leave discreetly during the orchestral postlude to the Journey
Under the Mountains.]
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Scene 2
[As the light strengthens again, Gilgamesh shields his eyes. Siduri, the nymph of the wine-harvest, enters and
sees him. There is a quasi-cabaret feel, with alto sax and drum kit accompanying Siduri’s coloratura.]
Siduri

This … has … simply … got,
This has simply got to have
Some sort of explanation …
How come you’ve just strolled down
From those mountains?
No man’s done that before:
It’s supposed to be impossible, impossible,
impossible

Gilgamesh

My name is Gilgamesh,
[He begins to swagger.] King of all the world,
Slayer of the Forest Dragon,
Slayer of the Lions of the Moon,
Slayer of the Bull of Heaven, the Bull,
[The swagger collapses.]
Hero of all creation.

Siduri

That’s a bit of a mouthful …
King … Hero …
Now pull the other one …
You in your jackal skins.

Gilgamesh

Enkidu lies in his grave,
And I foresee (etc)
That one day I must follow him.

Siduri

What’s wrong with that?
It’s perfectly normal,
There’s nothing odd about it.

Gilgamesh

Together we fought the Bull of Heaven
And conquered the earth,
And now together we must blow away
Like sand on the wind.

Siduri

Then Gilgamesh
Get drunk with me,
The answer’s in a grape (etc).
Sing and dance
And joke and play,
Then fight and thieve and [accusing] rape, [taunting] rape [dismissing].
Forget tomorrow,
Live today
And never know despair (etc).

Gilgamesh

Enkidu lies in his grave,
And I …

Siduri

Lie down between
The grape and me
[An impatient gesture from Gilgamesh stops Siduri in her flow … … for a moment.]
Get drunk and never care.
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(Siduri)

Let Gods keep
Immortality,
They’re clever, so they think,
But we have joys
They never guessed
In flesh and lust and drink.
Lie down between
The grape and me
Get drunk and never care. [She begins to back nervously from Gilgamesh … … ]

Gilgamesh [… … who grasps her threateningly in response.] I tear my meat from wild beasts
And gulp the rain
And own one lust alone:
To know immortal life.
There’s only one thing
You can do for me:
Tell me the secret path
To Utnapishtim …
Siduri [contemptuously] The Gods keep all that knowledge
To themselves:
Man’s destiny is death:
You waste your breath.
Gilgamesh

[Teetering between violence and ecstasy.] I’ll not make meat
For the grave to gorge
I shall escape its jaws of clay:
Show me the way …

Siduri [now feeling intimidated and keen to be rid of this ill-mannered pest.]
Utnapishtim dwells
Across the Sea of Death;
One drop of it upon your skin
And that’s your lot;
But since you’re mad,
The ferryman is down there at the shore.
[She points, then Gilgamesh releases her and she leaves.]
Scene 3
At the Shore of the Dark Sea of Death
[Gilgamesh doesn’t move when Siduri leaves, but the scene transforms into the shore of a dark sea.
Gilgamesh seems bedraggled and dispirited from his encounter with the nymph. Urshanabi the ferryman
enters and inspects him quizzically. Urshanabi is more lugubriously sardonic undertaker than grim reaper.]
[The Commentators (the 3 Scorpions from earlier in the act) and the Chorus are heard only from off-stage
during this scene.]
Urshanabi

What have we here?
I thought I had looked upon
The fear of death in every man
The sickness in every eye
But here comes something new:
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(Urshanabi)

Speak up,
Who are you? Who are you?

Gilgamesh

They say
My name is Gilgamesh.

Urshanabi

Who?

Gilgamesh

It seemed to me
I was king of the world,

Urshanabi

You?

Gilgamesh

They say I slew
The Bull of Heaven.

Urshanabi

I judge a man
Sometimes by what he says,
And sometimes by appearance.
I don’t see any army,
No golden chariots,
No crown, no robes.

Off-Stage Chorus
& Commentators

These things he put away
When Enkidu his friend
Went to his grave.
These things he shall not need
While Enkidu his brother
Rots and festers in the earth

Urshanabi

Daily I sail the Sea of Death
And gaze upon the faces of the drowned –
They smile,
They smile in their serenity.
They smile!
Each wave I pass is bloated
With the dead – yet they resign themselves
To death’s normality.

Gilgamesh

I am terrified of death …
[Gilgamesh clutches Urshanabi, who shows no reaction.]

Off-Stage Chorus
& Commentators

Urshanabi

Fear stalks
In a mask of bone,
Terror leaps
From a shadow of stone,
Nothing is ever
The same as it seems,
While life sleeps
And death dreams.

[Extricating himself with easy indifference from the clutch of Gilgamesh.]
Am I supposed to believe
A man who could slaughter
The Bull of Heaven
Is frightened of a mouse
Called death?
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Gilgamesh

I saw in a vision
My body die and become loathsome,
My name fade and all my glories
Curl like leaves and fall.
I saw my works rise in a mighty wave
Then crash and wash away.

Urshanabi

There’s no escape …

Off-Stage Chorus
& Commentators

Escape,
Escape,
ESCAPE.

Gilgamesh

But you are the ferryman
Take me across the Sea of Death
To Utnapishtim,
Who survived the Flood
And was rewarded with immortal life.

Off-Stage Chorus
& Commentators
Urshanabi

Take him …
I’ll ferry you.
Your story touches me,
Although I don’t believe
You’ll find what you seek.

[As Urshanabi ferries Gilgamesh across the dark Sea of Death, a pre-echoing hint of the skin-sloughing
Snake’s tarantella intrudes over the slowly moving chords.]

There should be a clear break,
normally to be taken up by the interval,
before the Prologue to Act III.
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Act III
Prologue - the story of the Flood
Sung Narration (which may be illustrated by projections and/or mime)
[The three commentators and the chorus may already be on-stage. Ishtar will make her entrance shortly
before she begins to sing.]
Chorus & Cmtrs

When the King of the Gods despaired
Of human selfishness and war
He sent the Flood to sweep away mankind.

2nd Commentator
The God of Wisdom
1st Commentator
chose one man alone
3rd Commentator
To build a boat of seven decks
The 3 Commentators And save the seed
3 Cmtrs & Chorus
of all creation.
2nd Commentator
1st Commentator
3rd Commentator
The 3 Commentators

Utnapishtim filled his boat
With food and wine and gold,
He gathered seed and bird and beast
And the God of Wisdom smiled.

Chorus & Cmtrs

The skies were torn
And the deluge fell,

Rivers bellowed
And the seas roared,
[Ishtar makes her entrance]
The oceans swirled
About the mountain tops.
Ishtar

I cried out to my brother-Gods:
Why have we punished the good with the bad?
Why have we ravished the beauty of the world?
[enticingly] Who shall I ridicule with love?
[harshly] With love?
Who shall I enrage with war?
Ishtar weeps,
Ishtar despairs of the folly of the Gods,
[hushed] Ishtar lusts
[more strongly]
for Humanity.

Chorus & Cmtrs

For six days the storm raged,
[orchestra]
And on the seventh
The sun returned
And blazed upon the seas,
And the earth dried
And Utnapishtim and his boat
Stuck fast upon a mountain.
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2nd Commentator
3rd Commentator
1st Commentator
The 3 Commentators

He sent a raven
To the land below
And when it failed to return
He knew the world was safe.

Tenor 1 (Chorus)
T2
2nd Commentator
3rd Commentator
Bar 2
Bar 1
1st Commentator
Bass

He returned the gift of life
To the world.
The nations were peopled,
And the land made fruitful
With tree and bloom and harvest.
The bulls grew sleek,
Goats were heavy with milk,
And the lions slept in the sun.

Ishtar [stepping centre stage] And we were pleased;
And when he gave us sacrifice
And poured libations,
We rewarded Utnapishtim and his wife [everlasting tedium? …
… or eternal hope?] With everlasting life.
[Ishtar, the Commentators and the Chorus all leave the stage.]
Scene 1
Outside Utnapishtim’s house in the Garden of the Sun
[Utnapishtim stands before his house as Urshanabi arrives with Gilgamesh, having ferried him across the
Sea of Death to the Garden of the Sun.]
Gilgamesh

[Gilgamesh falls to his knees.] My search is done,
And the long years of my quest,
The journey’s end:
My heart is now at rest. [Gilgamesh is showing clear signs of exhaustion.]

Utnapishtim [He squints at Gilgamesh quizzically. Utnapishtim sings in a highly stylized manner with
repeated note ‘Monteverdi trills’, much melisma and frequent repetition.]
No man before
Has sailed the Sea of Death
And reached this shore,
Yet I have sometimes
Heard birds sing:
A king will come.
Urshanabi

He claims his name
Is Gilgamesh,
And all the kingdoms
Of the world
Obey him.

Utnapishtim

I like his style in rags,
Jackal skins, it seems,
Are back in favour.

Urshanabi

His friend is dead,
And now the king
Is haunted by a modest dream
Fate will also call for him.
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Gilgamesh

[Leaping up from his knees and then immediately staggering.]
I stand before you,
King no more,
But mortal man.
All I am
Is coward flesh
terrified of death.

Utnapishtim

Such fear is madness:
Nothing cast in the world can last.
Life is a gentle breeze,
First it heats, then turns to sleet.
The good, the bad lie down
Of equal worth in the embrace of earth;
Saint and sinner, husband bold,
Wife meek conjoin in the same law of life.

Gilgamesh

Yet you escaped,
The Gods gave you immortal life …

Urshanabi

Utnapishtim saved the seed of life
And earned his blessings.

Gilgamesh

Immortal life …

Urshanabi

But even a king,

Utnapishtim

Even a slayer of dragons

Urshanabi

Has to take

Utnap. & Urshanabi

a last walk in a shroud
Down to the kingdom of darkness
And fill his belly with clay.

Gilgamesh

[Gilgamesh is shaking his head in disbelief.]
NOT SO …

[As Gilgamesh stumbles about the stage, exhausted and filled with despair, he fails to notice the departure of
Utnapishtim and Urshanabi.]
Not so, not so, not so, not so etc
[repeated over and again as Gilgamesh staggers about the stage]
NOT SO,
not … so …
not … so …
[Staggering with exhaustion he falls to lie as if comatose down-stage centre.]
Scene 2
Still in the Garden of the Sun
[Gilgamesh remains prone, downstage centre and with his head towards the audience.]
[The three commentators come on stage, unnoticed by Gilgamesh.]
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Gilgamesh

[Gilgamesh raises his head.]
One chance, [raising himself further] one chance,
Grant me one chance. [Slowly sinking back again to be completely prone.]

[As the commentators relay each phrase in turn from the off-stage chorus, Gilgamesh raises first his head
and then more of himself, so that he is eventually on his hands and knees and looks set to rise to his feet. At
no point does Gilgamesh look at the three, who remain behind him.]
[The off-stage chorus sounds fairly distant.]
Off-stage Chorus

Utnapishtim said:

The 3 Commentators Utnapishtim said:
Off-stage Chorus

If Gilgamesh wished to appeal

The 3 Commentators If Gilgamesh wished to appeal
Off-stage Chorus

To a council of the Gods,

The 3 Commentators To a council of the Gods,
Off-stage Chorus

Then first he must fight sleep

The 3 Commentators Then first he must fight sleep
Off-stage Chorus

For seven nights,

The 3 Commentators For seven nights,
[Gilgamesh seems for a moment ready to spring to his feet, but then almost at once collapses into the long
sleep of utter exhaustion.]
Off-stage Chorus

For seven nights.

The 3 Commentators For seven nights.
1st Commentator
All 3 Cmtrs
1st Commentator
2nd Commentator
3rd Commentator

Then
Gilgamesh
Fell
fast
asleep.

[The 3rd Commentator stays close behind the deeply sleeping Gilgamesh, while the 1st & 2nd move further
back.]
[The 1st Commentator mimes, without any props, the taking of a freshly baked loaf from its oven, which she
hands to the 2nd Commentator, who then takes the imaginary loaf across to the 3rd who mimes gently placing
it on the ground beside Gilgamesh. As she does so an image of a freshly baked loaf is projected onto a
screen, with space for projections of the six subsequently baked loaves to be lined up beside it.]
[This is repeated for the second loaf. When its image too is projected onto the screen, the image of the first
loaf is shown to have a day’s growth of mould.]
1st Commentator

And Utnapishtim’s wife
Baked seven loaves,

[The baking of the third loaf is mimed in the same way. When its image is projected, that of the second loaf is
revealed to have one day’s growth of mould and the image of the first loaf two days’ growth.]
[A similar mime sequence occurs for the fourth and fifth loaves.]
2nd Commentator
And each day’s growth of mould
Proved how he slept.
[And again for the sixth and seventh loaves, so that when the image of the seventh loaf is projected that of
the first is shown completely covered in mould.]
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[The 1st & 2nd Commentators join the 3rd close to the waking Gilgamesh, who still does not look at them.]
3rd Commentator

When Gilgamesh awoke,
[Gilgamesh sits up.]
He read the message of the loaves

1st Commentator
And
2nd Commentator
he
3rd Commentator
knew
[The images of the loaves fade away.]
1st Commentator
that
2nd Commentator
he
3rd Commentator
had
All 3
failed.
[Gilgamesh stands … … then with a grand gesture he throws off his cape of skins to reveal royal robes of
white and gold.]
Gilgamesh
I bathed in scented oil
And dressed in magic linen,
And once again became
Gilgamesh the King.
Off-stage Chorus

Ah! Ah!

2nd Commentator

And this
Was the bitter lesson
Of his quest,

Off-stage Chorus

Ah! Ah!
The magic robes
Would live forever
But the man inside must die.

Off-stage Chorus

Ah! Ah!
[off-stage gongs]

3rd Commentator

Then just before
They said farewell,
Utnapishtim’s wife
Told Gilgamesh
About the Flower of Immortality:
[off-stage gongs]

1st Commentator

The Flower that blooms
In the Sea of Death.

Off-stage Chorus

Ah!

All 3 Commentators The honey
Of immortal life.
Off-stage Chorus

Ah! Ah!

Gilgamesh

Cloaked in the guard
Of my magic robes
I dived and seized
The sacred bloom.
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(Gilgamesh)

I gazed in wonder
On the Flower,
But I did not eat.

The 3 Commentators In his time of triumph
He thought not of myself
But of humanity.
[Gilgamesh holds the Flower proudly aloft before putting it down beside him.]
Gilgamesh

Thus I returned
To the world I ruled
To grant all men eternal life.

3 Commentators

To grant all men eternal life.

[Gilgamesh and the Commentators freeze motionless as an image of the Snake resplendent in her new skin is
projected onto the same screen as earlier showed the loaves. At first this image is ill-defined, but to a massive
drum and tam-tam crescendo, the image becomes stronger.]
[As the sound of the tam-tam fades, so does the projected image of the Snake.
At the same time the three Commentators leave the stage.]
[Gilgamesh is holding his head, disorientated and confused, as unnoticed by him the dancer in the guise of
the Snake in her old skin slithers in and seizes the flower.]
Dance of the Snake
[The Snake is holding the Flower of Immortality and is in her old skin, down one side of the full length of
which is a zip. As soon as the the mandolin is heard she makes a token gesture of beginning to open the zip.]
[Only very slowly, and too late to stop the Snake, does Gilgamesh start to notice her.]
Tango [As she begins to sway to the dance, she nibbles the Flower … … Having eaten part of the Flower,
she now starts to unzip in earnest, albeit slowly and carefully, before she eats some more … … She unzips a
little more, then eats the rest of the Flower. There is a sense of the erotic, as though sloughing her skin is like
relishing the last moments with a soon to be discarded lover … … She has now consumed the whole of the
Flower. As the music descends, her slow and openly erotic unzipping of her skin is uninterrupted and
accompanied by a dimming of the light … … She is unzipped and ready to cast off her sloughed skin … … as
she does, a sudden blaze of light reveals her magnificent re-born glory.]
Tarantella [She writhes, wriggles and sways with carefree abandon in time to the tarantella … … Lighting
draws the attention of the audience to the frustrated Gilgamesh … … The snake becomes aware of the
watcher – and responds by feinting to strike … … Laconically, the snake recalls her skin-sloughing tango,
mocking the thwarted ambitions of Gilgamesh … … She leaves.]
Gilgamesh

A slithering hissing
Trophy to our doom.

Scene 3
[The scene is again the exterior of the burial chamber depicted in Act I. At first it is dimly lit with only
Gilgamesh clearly visible to the audience … … but soon the light begins to strengthen, and as the Chorus
enters followed by the Three Commentators, we see that a festivity is taking place and that Gilgamesh is in
imperial robes of state.]
Gilgamesh

And thus I thought my quest
Left nothing but a memory
Of the Garden of the Sun.
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Chorus

Gilgamesh our King returned,
[Gilgamesh swells with pride…]
And from that joyous time
Our days again are sweet
With honey, milk and wine:
Flowers scent our streets
And beacons burn.
[… but then the pride of Gilgamesh deflates.]

Gilgamesh

I set myself one final task:
To write the bitter story
Of my quest.

[Gilgamesh is down-stage centre. At a gesture from him, and intent on their own uninhibited enjoyment of
the celebrations, the members of the chorus leave the stage.]
3rd Commentator

But as he wrote,

2nd Commentator

And the tablets
Hardened in the sun,

Chorus off-stage

Gilgamesh our King returned…

1st & 3rd Cmtrs
All 3

He caught a bright new meaning
In the words.

Gilgamesh

The shadows crumbled
And blew away like dust,
And there I saw the talisman.
I had only known my dull fatality
And gazed on the blear reflection
Of my doom …
And then I saw the talisman.
The need to extend
Whatever is defined,
The gall to transgress,
Outrage, transcend,
The spur to defy
The mountains and the seas:
This, this is the pearl
Of immortality.

[Ishtar makes a sudden dramatic entrance.]
Ishtar

But one day
You shall yet be mine,
And lie with me
Upon a bed of clay.
When little man is mutinous,
We lust for him,
And heaven thunders
When the Gods are ravenous.

[Ishtar storms away.]
Off-stage Chorus

Gilgamesh our King returned,
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And from that joyous time
Our days again are sweet.
Gilgamesh our King returned,
Gilgamesh our King.
The 3 Commentators The dream remains
The journey does not change, does not change
We all shall meet
In the Garden of the Sun.
[Siduri and the resplendent Snake are suddenly revealed up-stage, accompanied by echoes of their previous
music.]
[The Three Commentators slowly and unobtrusively leave the stage.]
Siduri [from well up-stage] Forget tomorrow…
Get drunk and never care, never care…
[Siduri and the Snake disappear as suddenly as they appeared.]
[Once he’s alone, Gilgamesh kneels, down-stage centre and facing the audience.]
[Orchestra for two minutes.]
Gilgamesh
No longer can you make me weep,
[Unseen by Gilgamesh, Ishtar enters almost imperceptibly. She watches.]
weep
For human destiny,
[Then Ishtar very slowly begins to approach Gilgamesh from behind.]
Nor search the world
To find its remedy,
Nor call my death
My enemy.
[He lies down as if for sleep.]
[Ishtar drops her cloak over Gilgamesh.]

End of the Opera
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